DOUBLE CHARGE VITRIFIED TILES

600X600MM
GRANITE SERIES
600x600 mm

DOUBLE CHARGE VITRIFIED TILES
Segam
GRANITE WHITE
600X600MM
GRANITE SERIES
(LIGHT)
Segment

TAKE A LOOK

GRANITE CHOCO CHIPS

600x600MM
GRANITE SERIES

(LIGHT)
Segam
Take a Look

Granite Slate

600x600mm
Granite Series

(Light)
Segam

GRANITE TR WHITE

600X600MM
GRANITE SERIES

(LIGHT)
Segam

GRANITE SKY WHITE

600X600MM
GRANITE SERIES

(LIGHT)
Segam
Take a Look

**GRANITE BLACK**

600 x 600mm
GRANITE SERIES

(DARK)
Segam

GRANITE ROSE GOLD

600X600MM
GRANITE SERIES

(DARK)
Segam

GRANITE NAVY BLUE

600X600 MM
GRANITE SERIES

(DARK)
EMERALD SERIES

600 x 600 mm

DOUBLE CHARGE VITRIFIED TILES
EMERALD WHITE

600X600MM
EMERALD SERIES

(LIGHT)
EMERALD CREMA

600X600MM
EMERALD SERIES

(LIGHT)
Segam

EMERALD GOLD

600X600MM

EMERALD SERIES

(LIGHT)
Segam
Take a Look

EMERALD SILVER

600X600MM
EMERALD SERIES

(LIGHT)
Segam

EMERALD BLACKBARRY

600X600MM
EMERALD SERIES

(DARK)
Segam

EMERALD BURGUNDY

600 X 600 MM
EMERALD SERIES

(DARK)
Segam

EMERALD GREY

600X600MM

EMERALD SERIES

(DARK)
EMERALD BLACK

DOUBLE CHARGE
VITRIFIED TILES

Segam
TAKE A LOOK

600X600 MM
EMERALD SERIES

(DARK)
GALA SERIES
600 x 600 mm

DOUBLE CHARGE VITRIFIED TILES
Segam

TAKE A LOOK

GALA PRIME WHITE

600 X 600 MM
GALA SERIES

(LIGHT)
Segam

take a look

G A L A  B E I G E

600 X 600 MM
G A L A  S E R I E S

(LIGHT)
Segam

GALA AMBER

600X600 MM
GALA SERIES

(LIGHT)
Gala Almond

600 x 600 mm

Gala Series

(Light)
Segam

GALAHONEY

600X600MM
GALASERIES

(LIGHT)
Segam
Take a Look

Gala Cream

600 x 600 mm
Gala Series

(Light)
DOUBLE CHARGE
VITRIFIED TILES

Segam
Take a Look

GALAFOSSILE

600X600MM
GALA SERIES

(LIGHT)
Segam

GALA MILK WHITE

600X600MM
GALA SERIES

(LIGHT)
Segam
Take a Look

G A L A  D E S E R T

600X600MM
G A L A  S E R I E S

(LIGHT)
Segam
TAKE A LOOK

GALA MELODY

600X600MM
GALA SERIES

(LIGHT)
SEGAM
TAKE A LOOK

GALA SAND

600X600MM
GALA SERIES

(DARK)
Segam

Gala Slate

600 x 600 mm
Gala Series

(Dark)
Segam
Take a Look

Gala Galaxy

600 x 600 mm
Gala Series

(Dark)
Segam
Take a Look

GALA GREEN

600x600MM
GALA SERIES

(DARK)
Segam

Gala Red

600 x 600 mm
Gala Series

(Dark)
Segam

GALA BLACK

600X600MM
GALA SERIES

(DARK)
Segam
Take a Look

GALA COFFEE

600X600 MM
GALA SERIES

(DARK)